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Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these
classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-
CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens
Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed

for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Gens Description: Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive
/ Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86
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Gens enables you to emulate the SEGA Genesis / Mega Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems on your computer. Gens is based on a library created by sfox from the Zophar Project, the Zophar Project has released a code for the SEGA Genesis, this was later used by sfox for the project Gens. What sfox had already implemented, he added a great deal of functionality to
the already amazing Zophar Project library, like display enhancements like the ANI, pixel perfect screen resolution, parallax scrolling and more. You can connect any Genesis console to your PC with a cart interface or plug in an actual cartridge. Gens features: - Support for both PC and SEGA Genesis / Mega Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems - Support for the Sega

Dreamcast - Support for any kind of SEGA Genesis / Mega Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X system cart or an USB cart - Possibility to create your own cartridge image - Build your own custom carts - Game cover support - Support for the DSTT (Dreamcast Super Test Mode) - Possibility to use a real SEGA Genesis / Mega Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X console -
Search option for games - Currently supported: all the released ROM files from all the SEGA Genesis / Mega Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X releases - Possibility to create your own ROM files from EXE files - Emulation for MAME - Emulation for MESS - Ability to create your own SMOS (Save Manager Online Service) account and save games from the SNES,

SEGA Genesis, Mega Drive, Sega-CD, 32X and Dreamcast - Ability to create your own MOD (Modification) files - Ability to create your own SETA/BETA/PRG/DSET/SAR files - Ability to create your own IOS files - Ability to use the DIN5 and DIN6 pins to connect to the Genesis/Mega Drive/Mega-CD/32X/Dreamcast console - Ability to use the DIN4 pin to connect to
the PowerPak - Ability to use the DIN3 pin to connect to the Zophar Project unit - Ability to use the DIN2 pin to connect to the PowerPak - Ability to use the 77a5ca646e
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Featuring the ability to play and develop for the SEGA Mega Drive/Genesis, SEGA CD, SEGA 32X, and SEGA Game Gear consoles, as well as the Phantasy Star II, Shining Force, World Heroes 2, Ecco the Dolphin, Shadowgate and several other old SEGA 16-bit/early 32-bit games Gens Features: * Almost 500 classic SEGA games that you can play on your computer *
Powerful and easy-to-use development environment * Linux/Unix, Windows, Mac OS X & DOS compatibility * Support for custom ROMs and built-in hardware Mapper * Acceleration for 30+ game controllers with built-in joysticks * Hotkeys for multiple mouse-mousepad combinations * Command line built-in video capture for the console Gens Additional Features: * T-
MANIA support * Support for Game Genie * Support for Sega CD game collections * Active community support * A console emulator for console gaming * Easy-to-use WYSIWYG emulator * Command line emulator * Manual video capture Gens Requirements: - A SEGA Genesis/Mega Drive/Mega-CD/32X/Mega-CD/Sega Game Gear compatible cartridge or CD-ROM
- A CD-ROM drive (not included) - USB ports (2 included) - USB keyboard (not included) - VGA cable for video capture - 2 joysticks or gamepads (not included) - Game disk or ROM image - Installation (Windows) or compilation (Linux/Unix) of the required dependencies Gens Installation: To install Gens on Windows 7 or higher, download the installer here: To install
Gens on Linux/Unix, download the installation script here: To use Gens, download and extract the game package here: You need to extract the contents of the zip archive to a folder and run the script to install the dependencies.

What's New In Gens?

Gens is an emulator for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems, it allows you to play games developed for these classic SEGA 16bit game consoles on your x86 compatible PC. Game compatibility: At the moment Gens is capable of supporting over 3500 games which is approx. 90% of the games developed for the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive
/ Sega-CD / Mega-CD / 32X systems. It includes a built-in game database which makes it easier for you to search for games, to play, compare and evaluate. The full system list can be found on the Settings Tab. I would also like to mention that Gens has a built-in mechanism which allows you to add your own game(s) with customised parameters. Download & Play Demo
Games: Gens has a built-in system where you can preview the games on your system. There are a lot of demo games available which you can try for free. If you are interested in playing a game from the list you can download it by clicking the Download button next to it. It's that easy. Note: You need a SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Mega-CD / 32X / SEGA-CD card to play
the games. Supported System Features: Turbo Function: By default the games run at 720P / 1080P at 60 frames per second, you can adjust the frame rate / resolution in the Settings Tab. You can also select from five different modes, depending on your system. Bootleg Mode: This mode boots the game directly to a title screen so that you can play from any game cartridge
without the need to insert a game cartridge. Power On Mode: This mode starts a game when the SEGA Genesis / Mega-Drive / Mega-CD / 32X / SEGA-CD power is switched on or off. ROM Transfer Mode: This mode transfers the ROM contents to your PC hard drive via a local network. Media Card Mode: This mode reads the ROM contents from a memory card. There
are also some other system features which you can find on the Settings Tab. Main Menu Layout: As seen on the picture above, you can switch between settings, games, play/playlist, settings and quit. The play and playlist features are currently not working, so the games are not playable. Games: The games list is grouped by platform, a platform can be either the Genesis /
Mega-Drive / Mega-CD / 32X / SEGA-CD, a disk (like the 3rd party add-ons), a cartridge (like the built-in games) or a peripheral (like a Controller or a Mame ROM). To play the
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System Requirements:

Additional Notes: Fixed an issue in which the Tutorial would occasionally cause the client to reload The tutorial is now easily accessible within the main menu All previous Gold medals in Multiplayer can now be redeemed in the Singleplayer map General Notes: Android and Windows users: Both smartphones and tablets are supported in Multiplayer, but be aware of
performance and memory consumption. The extra amounts of information and interaction in Multiplayer mode will take a toll on these devices. If you encounter performance issues in Multiplayer try a lower resolution for the camera.
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